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We build two flows with the same very weak Bernoulli partition on a base that 
are not isomorphic even after time scaling. Both flows are built under functions 
which take constant values on each of the atoms of the partiton. Moreover the 
values of each function are independent over the rationals. a~ 1956 Academic Press. Ins 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is known that any ergodic flow (Q, S,, Fz, 3) can be represented as a 
flow built under a function, f(.u), with a base (X, T, m, a), where f(x) is a 
measurable function with respect o the a-algebra on the base [ 1). The (T- 
algebra of measurable sets in the representation is the complete product o- 
algebra of measurable sets in the base and the Lebesgue sets in the time 
axis. Rudolph has strangthened Ambrose’s theorem to show that the 
measurable function in the representation takes two irrationally related 
values [7]. If a function in the representation takes only finitely many 
values, then there is the “natural” partition of the flow according to its 
values. This flow partition also gives rise to a partition on the base. 
Ruldoph also showed that if the entropy of a flow is sufficiently small, then 
we can construct the “natural” partition under the function to generate the 
a-algebra of the flow by making the corresponding base partition generate 
the base a-algebra [7]. It is shown that the flows built under functions of 
finitely many values (we call these step functions) are dense in all ergodic 
flows in the d-metric [6]. Hence the family of flows built under step 
functions becomes very interesting. 
Ornstein and Shields have proved that a flow built under a step function 
whose values are irrationally related with an independent partition on the 
base (a Totoki flow) is a Bernoulli flow [S]. It is shown that a flow built 
under a step function with a multi-step Markov partition on a base is a 
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direct product of a Bernoulli flow and a rotation flow [j]. Various cases 
when the rotation factor is absent. hence the flow is Bernoulli. were 
examined in the paper [S]. In particular. if a flow is built under a function 
whose values are independent over the rationals with a mixing Markov, 
partition on the base, then the flow is Bernoulli. It is also shown that a 
flow under a function of irrationally related values with the Chacon’s trans- 
formation as a base is weakly mixing and it has the minimal self-joining 
property [I]. We would like to study further the relations between the 
properties of the flows in the family and those of the base together with the 
values of the functions. ln particular we want to know how much the 
mixing property of a base affects that of a flow built with the base. It is 
clear that if a flow is built under a constant function with a mixing Markov 
partition on a base, then the flow has a rotation factor. Hence this flow is 
not mixing. But as we mentioned before, if a flow is built under a function 
whose values are independent over the rationals with the same base, it is a 
Bernoulli flow. Also it is not hard to construct a mixing flow (hence Ber- 
noulli) of this type with a nonmixing base by taking the values of a 
function properly. 
We construct two flows with the same very weak Bernoulli (VWB) base 
partition which are not isomorphic even after time scaling. These flows are 
built under step functions, each having the property that its values are 
independent over the rationals. This shows that there is not a good charac- 
terization of the flows under step functions with a VWB base partition. It is 
still an open problem that there exists a base (X, T. P), where P is a par- 
tition of finite sets so that infinitely many (possibly uncountable) non- 
isomorphic (even after time scaling) flows can be built under functions 
whose values are constant on each of the atoms of P. Our method here fails 
to construct such a base. 
We always assume that the flow (R. S,, tfz, .3) is ergodic and is built 
under a function ,f‘ which is bounded above and below [I]. Let 
P= ( p, ,.... P,,) be a partition of a flow. A partiton P is called straight if for 
every point .Y in the vase, (.r. r,,) E P, for some t,, implies (s. t) E P, for all 
06 t <,f(s). If the partition P of a flow is straight, we denote the base with 
the corresponding partition and the measure by (X. T. P, nz). When a flow 
(R. S,, P) is built under a step function, the partition p always denotes the 
straight partition. For any pair of (P, 0 1 of partitions, 1 P- 01 denotes 
i(Zti( Pi - 0,) + ZnZ( 0, - P,)). By a flow P-name of a point .Y in (R, S,, P), 
we mean the R partitioned in such a way that t in R is in the ith atom of 
this partition if S,(X) is in the ith atom of P. By a continuous p-name of a 
point s of length I, we mean an interval (0. I) partitioned the same way as 
above. 
We use the fact that there are uncountably many nonisomorphic flows 
built with the same Bernoulli base [9]. We start with two nonisomorphic 
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flows with the same Bernoulli base. One is a Bernoulli flow and the other is 
a nonmixing flow. Let f, be the function under which the Bernoulli flow is 
built and fz be the function under which the nonmixing flow is built. Since 
we assume that .f, and fi are bounded below and above. by resealing of .f, 
we may assume f?(~)>f,(.~) for all x in the base. 
2. Two NON-LWMORPHIC FLOWS BUILT WITH THE 
SAME VWB PARTITION ON A BASE 
We will follow the method used by Rudolph [7]. Hence we will be 
sketchy in some of the details and refer the reader to that paper. We will 
just highlight different aspects of the construction. 
We will accomplish the construction by a “successive approximation” 
method on a proper sub o-algebra to ensure the measurability of sets. This 
sub o-algebra consists of all measurable sets M in Q with the property that 
for any measurable function ,f‘: X + R, the set {X (s,f(.u))~M). is a 
measurable subset of X (for details, see [7]). The main difficulty here is 
that we have to control the base at each stage so that we do not lose the 
Bernoulli proerty. That is, at each stage we have to build these two flows 
on a base which is isomorphic to the one at the previous stage. What we 
are going to prove is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. There esist two norzisornophic jlo,\ts “ith the same, fi’nite VW B 
partition on a base under two step.finctions, each having the propert!’ that its 
calues are independent over the rationals. 
Proojl Let (Q, S,, ti,9) be a Bernoulli flow and (d, 3,. 6 .? ) be a 
nonmixing flow which are built under .f, and .f,, respectively, with the same 
base (X, T, m, a). When the measure and the a-algebra are obvious, we 
will suppress these in the notations. Let x E, < E (E;‘s decreasing). We first 
construct p’ ’ ’ = ! pi’ ), pi’ J, pi’ ) pi’ 1 p\’ ) I , . } and Qf’) = @\I 1, Q\l I, Q\l I, Q/l I, 
0:“) such that 
(i) PC” and Q”’ are straight partitons. 
(ii) The corresponding base partitions P”’ and Q”’ on the new base 
(A”“, T”‘) are the same. 
(iii) (X”‘, T”‘) is isomorphic to (X, T). 
(iv) Pi” and Q”’ are built under almost step functions f”’ and f”‘. 
respectively. 
And we will describe how to construct PC’+ ” from P”’ and Q’” ” from Q”’ 
(i>2) such that 
(i) PI” and PI,+ ‘1 are straight partitons. 
(ii ) The corresponding base partitions P” + ’ ’ and Q” + ’ ’ on the new 
base (Xl’ + ’ I. T” + ’ ‘) are the same. 
(iii) (Xl,+‘), T”+l’ ) is isomorphic to (8”‘. T”‘). 
(iv) lP1’+‘~-P”‘l <c,, ,. IQ’“‘)-Q’“I < t: If 1. 
tv) fit’+” and ~lI+ll are built under functions which are closer to 
the step functions than those at the previous stage. 
Since the construction of P”’ from P”’ is different from that of P” + ” from 
P”’ (i > 2), we will handle this seprately. 
Let ix,, Us, r3. x4, rz, 6,. ii?] be a set of real numbers linearly indepen- 
dent over the rationals satisfying 
(1) 6,,6,>2max(,f,(.\-)-,f‘,(.~) I SEX:. 
(2) z,,r,<:minlJ‘,(.\-) 1 rEX). 
(3) cc,,a,>3max~.f’,(s) 1 SEX), 
(3) U3<min{x,,z2), 
(5) g(a) = minj t 1 .P > t implies that there exist HZ and n in Z+ such 
that Inz 6, + II 6, - s < E ) . 
(6) e(c) = min(t 1 s> f implies that there exist tn and n in Z+ such 
that Itmq + nzf, - sI < E ). 
Note that g(c) and e(c) are finite for all E >O. 
(I ) Consttxc‘tion of (A’, ’ ‘. T’ ’ ‘. P’ ’ ’ ) 
Take n, satisfying the following conditions 
(i) t?,.min(,f,(s)~,f’,(s) I s~.~i~>g(~~~lO)~g(~,~lO). 
(ii) (n,i2).min{J’,(.Y) 1 .~uEX)->e(~~~lO)>e(e,:‘lO). 
We take an n,-long Rochlin tower of the base A’. We allow the tower to 
have the height < 2n, and to have a wider base so that we exhaust all the 
error set. Denote the base set of this tower by F,. Partition F, into {F,,,) 
such that s and .,I belong to the same atom F,,, if and only if 
(i) /z,(s) = A,( J’) where h,(x) denotes the height of the base tower 
of .Y. 
(ii) 1~1”‘-~‘~‘.f,(T’(.\-))-~I”‘;,‘~‘.f‘,(T’(?,))l <EJIO and 
I~;“-;‘- ’ .f-J T’(x)) - g!!p ’ J>( T’( ?,))I < &JlO. 
Build two flow (Bernoulli and nonmixing) towers on each of the F,,,‘s. We 
note from the construction that each flow tower over F,, has almost the 
same height. Let u,,, be the minimum height of the Bernoulli flow over F,,, 
and u,..; be the minimum height of the nonmixing flow over F,,,. By the 
condition on n,, LJ,,,- u,,, > g(e,/lO) > g(e,/lO). 
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Take k, and k2 such that they satisfy Ik, 8, + k, ~3~ - (c,,~- uIj)l < cJl0. 
Let m,=hl(x)-(k,+k,). It is clear from (1) that k,+ki<h,(x)/2. Also 
we note that u,,/ -(k,c(, +k?az+nz,cc,)>e(&,/lO) by (2), (4). and the con- 
dition on n,. Take k, and k, such that lu,,,-(k,a,+k,cc,+m,cr,)- 
(k4cr,+ k,sr,)\ <s,/lO. Let k, =nz, -k,- k,. It is also clear that k, is non- 
negative by (2) and (3). We partition the Bernoulli flow tower over F,,.i 
with five lengths (a,, c(?, t13, Us + Us, c(~ + CX~} along the time axis except the 
very top. We name flow blocks according to their lengths. Hence if we par- 
tition this Bernoulli flow tower with k, many cr,-blocks, k, many cc?-blocks, 
k, many x,-blocks, k, many a,+~,-blocks, k, many z3 +r,-blocks, then 
these blocks fill up the tower except the very top which has height less than 
a?/5 because of the choice of k, and k,. We call the very top a bad set, and 
we call the blocks of lengths a,, r2, x3, r3 + K, or a3 + uj good blocks. 
We will define a partition P -(I) = { p\‘j, p\‘), p\‘l, pi’), p\“) of the Ber- 
noulli flow tower over F,,; as follows: 
k,- I 
Fy’= u u u S,(.u), 
.rtF,,, I=0 h,Cr<l/+lla, 
k’- I 
P\‘J= u IJ U S,(x), where t, =k,cr,, 
XEF,,, /co r,+/q<r<r,+(l+ I,12 
k,- 1 
pp= u u U S,(.u 1, where t, = k,cc, + k,a?, 
,tF,., I=0 r~+/l~<r<r~+(/+llx~ 
py= u i’iJ’ U S,(-y L 
.rtF,, l=O f,+/(~,+a~I~rcr)+~/+l,,2,+1~, 
where t, = t, + k,a,, 
k(- I 
py= u u U S,(.~), 
IEF-,, /=o r~t/(z~+1~ICf<~~+~/+IlII~+1(1 
where t4 = t, + k,( #x1 + ‘x3), 
tS=t,+(k,-1)(a5+t(3). Let {(x, t);.ueF,,,, ts~r<~l”‘;l’~‘fl(T’(s))~ 
belong to &‘I (see Fig. 1). This partition is”’ of the flow tower over F,,, 
FIGURE I 
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naturally defines a new base which we call A’;” with a partition P”’ = 
\ I ‘P”‘. PI”, Pj”. P\’ ’ P\” ] on it. The partition P . ” ’ is defined as follows: 
I 
P;“= u Lb S,,,(X), 
ret,, I=0 
k’~ I 
PI’ ’ = l,j u s,, + iJ.\‘). 
,tF,., /=(I 
k: I 
Pi’ ’ = u 0 s,, + ,,,(I 1. 
\st,., I=0 
ha- I 
We also define T”’ on ,k:” m the obvious way (as a translation) except on 
the set U\-sk,., S,,(s). On this set we define T”‘(S,,(s))= T”l”‘(s) for all 
.Y E F I./’ 
We also partition the nonmixing flow tower built over F,,, with five 
lengths $I, +-ii,, U? +6?, z3. x3 +r,. x3+x51- along the time axis. We 
name blocks according to their lengths. Hence we are going to partition 
this flow tower into k, many 2, + 6,-blocks, k, many x, + 6,-blocks. li, 
many xx,-blocks, k, many a, + Nzr,-blocks. k5 many x3 + z5-blocks. These 
good blocks fill up the tower except the very top which has height less that 
E$ by the choices of k,‘s. 
We define a partition 0’ ” = i Q”’ ‘, 0;’ ‘, 0:’ ‘. 0:’ ‘, 0:’ ’ 1 of nonmixing 
flow tower over F,., as follows: 
p’ll= (J “b’ U S,(s i. .u t t-, / /~=(I ,l,+l~,r~-r<l/+lllx,+,i,I 
k;- I 
@‘= u u U S,(s 1, rtF,, /=o ,,+/(1~+~i~ls,cr,+ll+lI,x~+,~~, 
where I, =k,(r, +6,), 
k;- I 
w= u u U S,(.r), where t,=k,x,+k,a, - _* 
Y-t F,., I~=0 I: f/IjG,<lJf II+ I ,x1 
(p= u *‘u’ U S,(.yL 
rtF,,, I=0 ~,+II~,+x~~cI<I,+(/+~I,x,+~,, 
where t, = t, + k,r,, 
kj I 
a”= u u U S,(.uL let-,., /=o r,+/~z~+2oCI<I,+(/+I,,X,+lo 
where t,= t,+ k,(n, +x4). 
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Let r, = t, + (k, - l)(tx, + CI~). We let the set 
belong to 0:“. The bad set is included in e\“. This partition 0”’ of the 
flow tower defines a new base with a partition and a transformation in the 
way analogous to the Bernoulli flow case. 
If we repeat this on each flow tower over IF,,,], then we get a partition 
jFCl,= pl,u 
,...? Pi”} for the Bernoulli flow and Q”‘= (p”‘,..., pi”) for the 
nonmixing flow. It is not hard to see that these two partitions define two 
bases that are isomorphic each other. We carefully chose k,‘s such that 
1 ki = A,(X). Let this base be (X ‘I’, T”‘, PC”). Also we note that (X”‘. T”‘) 
is isomorphic to (X, T). Figure 2 illustrates what we have done so far. 
Let f:” and f’i” be the new functions for the Bernoulli flow and for the 
nonmixing flow, respectively. We note that they are almost step function. 
(II) Consrrucrion q-(X”‘, T”). P”‘).fim (X”‘, T”‘, P”‘) 
Take II? such that 
(i) n,.min{J;(.~)-f,(.u) 1 SEX) >g(E,i:lO), 
(ii) (nz/2).min(J,(?s) 1 xEX) >e(c,/lO), 
(iii) 2~n,~max~f,(.u);s~X}/~z~~min~f,(.u);s~XJ <.s,jlO. 
In this section we will denote T”’ b y T to avoid complicated notations. 
Take a tower of height between n, and 2n2 of the base (X”‘, T) without an 
!X,T) 
FIGURE 2 
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error set. We denote the base set of this tower by F’. Divide F, into 
such that .Y and ~9 belong to the same set F,,, if and only if 
(i) /z,(s)=/z~(~~) 
(ii) lj-=, f’)” (T’(v)) ~ Cf=,, j‘)“( T’( !‘))I < 6::.10 for all 
0 ,..., h,(.v)- I and I= I. 2. 
We build two flow towers on each of F,,,‘s Each flow tower has nearly 
identical flow P”’ or 0” ’ names up the tower, respectively. When a bad set 
occurs, a sequence of good blocks of length at least n, lies either below or 
above it. We consider the case when a sequence of good blocks lies above a 
bad set. We note that the bad sets of these two flows occur at the same 
level of the base tower. Let a, be the first integer such that f,( T”“(s)) is dif- 
ferent from any of the lengths of good blocks for some s E F,,, (I= 1. 2 ). Let 
CI, be the first integer greater than a,, such that .f;( T”‘(v)) is different from 
any of the lengths of good blocks for some .X E FZ,, (I = 1, 2 ). Let 
1’2.l = inf and I’?., = inf 
By the condition on tl,. we can choose k’,“. k\?I, k\“, k\:‘. and k\‘l so that 
(i) Iu~,, - (k:‘%, + k;2’x, + kl?:‘(r, + x3) + k\“(x, + ,xX,))1 < ~?;5. 
(ii) Ir,,,-(k’,“(a,+b,) + k\“(z(,+d2) + k;“x,+k\~‘(~r,+x,) + 
k\2’(x, + r,))l < E~JO, 
(iii) kj”+k!“+ ... +kl,“=rr,-u,,>,n,. 
We let fi:., = k’,‘h, + k\“z, + k;"cc, + k;2’(cr, + a,) + k\‘J(a5 + a,) and 
L;,,- -kp(a, +d,) + k;“(l,+62) +ki2b, + k;2’(,4+x,) + k;2)(X5+y3). 
We are allowed to change the name drastically on 
(s, t): SE F?,,, 
for the Bernoulli flow to get a longer sequence of good names up to the 
height x:;; ’ f“,“( T’(x)) + Cl,,. This defines a new partition Pi” and a new 
function .f”,” in this section of the tower. For the nonmixing flow, we also 
change the name drastically on 
1 
a,, I (I,, I 
(x, t ): .K E Fz.,, ; .f’i”(7-‘(.K))d t< c .f’:“(T’(r))+ L’,.; 
0 1 
to get a longer sequence of good names at least up to the height 
x;1”- ’ .f\“( T’(X)) + fi2-.. This defines a new partiton 0”) and a new function 
f’$” in this section. Let a, be the first integer greater than 0, such that 
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fj’)(F(x)) is different from any of the lengths of good blocks for some 
.X E F,,, (I = 1,2). We redefine the names in the same way on the set 
q- I ‘12 I 
(x, t): XE F,,+ c ‘I”(T’(.v))+iiz,dt<inf 1 .f’,“(F(?c)) 
0 0 
for the first flow and on the set 
uo- I ll- I 
(x, t): XE F,.i, c f\“( T’(X)) + 1??., <r < inf 1 f\“( T’(x)) 
0 0 
for the second flow. 
We keep redefining the names in the same way until the last bad set 
appears without an n,-long sequence of good blocks above it. When this 
occurs, we shift down the partition of good blocks on top of newly defined 
good blocks. The very top of length < &:/2 is called a bad set. This gives a 
new partition P”’ on this flow tower which has at least n,-long sequence of 
good blocks with a bad set of height < .sz/2. We redefine the flow names for 
the nonmixing flow in the way analogous to the Bernoulli case. By the con- 
dition on ki”‘s at each step, the bases defined by these new partitions P”’ 
and 0”’ are isomorphic to (X”‘, T”‘). We call this new base by 
($21, p, pc”)~ 
But we should note here that P”’ differs drastically from PI”. This will 
not be a case from the next stage on. 
(III) Construction qf‘(X”+ ‘I, T”‘+ I’, Pi+ “)fiom (Xi”, T”‘. Pi’) 
Take n,, , such that 
(7) 2~n;maxif,)!n,+,.min~f,)~<~~+,llO. 
(i) n ItI .minj.f,-J’,) > g(~,+~/lO) 
(ii) (n ,+,/2).minIf,~>e(E,+,/lO), where min(f’)-=min(f(s) 1 
XEXJ-. 
We will denote F” by T in this section to avoid complicated notations. 
Make a Rochlin tower of the base (Xi’, T) with heights between n,, , and 
2n 1+1 without an error set. We denote the base of the tower by F,, , . . 
Divide F, + , into { F, + ,,, ) such that s and 1’ belong to the same atom F,, ,,, 
if and only if 
(i) h,+,(.u)=/r,+,(~~). where h , + ,(.Y) denote the height of the base 
tower to .Y. 
(ii) I~~=o.f‘)‘J(Tr(~~))-~~=of’)“(Tr(~))I <E;+,../IO for k = o..... 
h,, ,(.Y) - 1 and I= 1, 2. 
When bad sets appears in this (i + I )th tower (the bad sets appear at the 
same levels of the base tower for both flows). at least (i- I )th tower of 
good blocks appears below or above the set. Without loss of generality. we 
may assume that the (i - 1 )th tower of good blocks lies above the bad set. 
Let ‘4 be the section of the (i- I )th tower of good blocks together with a 
bad set for the Bernoulli flow and B be the section of the (i- I )th tower of 
good blocks together with a bad set for the nonmixing flow. Let II,, ,., be 
the minimum of the heights of .4 and L’,+ ,,, be the minimum of the heights 
of B. 
Then there exists li, and k, such that I/i, 6, + k, 6, ~ (I’, + ,., ~ II,+ ,,,)I < 
E I+ I, /lO by the condition on II, , above. Also there exist h-,. li, and k, such 
that 
where x.;‘=, h-, is the same as the height of the (i- I )th base tower. On the 
section A of the tower, define a new name of k, many r,-blocks, k2 many 
x,-blocks. k, many cc,-blocks, k, many (CI~ + cc,)-blocks, and k, many 
(c(, +a,)-blocks to make a new partition P”“‘, For 0”“’ on the section 
B, we put k, many (c(, +d,)-blocks, k, many (a: +6,)-blocks, k, many rl- 
blocks, k, many (rl + x,)-blocks and k, many rs + x,-blocks. This will 
change the names of the (i- I )th tower of good blocks above the bad set 
drastically. 
Then we shift the next sequence of good blocks down on top of the 
newly defined good blocks. This shift is by at most E;+ ,!‘5 for the Bernoulli 
flow and 3a,+ ,/ 10 for the nonmixing flow. We repeat this whenever a bad 
set occurs up the tower, replacing one gap with good blocks at a time. If 
we do this on each flow tower built over F,, ,,,. this gives new partitions 
P”+ ” and Q(‘+ ’ ‘. where 
and Ip+‘ILpy <E,+, 
These new partitions give rise to new bases which are isomorphic to 
(P1’. T”‘). We denote this new base by (Yi+ ‘I, T”+ I’). 
Let lim pcir = P’, lim 0”’ = Q’, and lim(X”‘, T”‘, P”‘) = (x’, T’, P’) (this 
limit is taken in the obvious sense). Then clearly (X’, T’) is isomorphic to 
(X. T) and the partitions P’ and 0’ are straight partitions. Therefore both 
flows are built with the same base partition under step functions, each of 
which has values independent over the rationals. 
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Now the only part left is to show that P’ generates the a-algebra on the 
base under T’. In general P’ does not necessarily generate the a-algebra 
under T’. But if we assume the entropy small enough, then we can 
rearrange the names so that they generate the o-algebra on the base. For 
details, see the second half of [7]. 
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